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OP/ED

By Andrew Damien
CONTRIBUTOR

    A meaningful discussion among 
friends should be considered a skill, 
a kind of awareness. This awareness  
allows us to explore meaning 
together. It is a particular type 
of delicate attention to the inner 
workings of our minds, to how we 
organize our experience, which 
allows for meaningful discussions, 
and this delicate attention is 
what happens when we explore 
meaning together. Therefore, 
these meaningful discussions 
can slowly teach us this kind of 
delicate attention — attention that 
can bring joy and meaning to our 
everyday lives.     
    I find that most college students 
and people in general, myself 
included, tend to run away from 
meaningfulness. It isn’t always easy 
to dig deeply into what is. Glibness, 
smugness, cynicism, small talk and 
sometimes humor can be used 

to escape from meaningfulness. 
Meaningful discussions should 
involve welcoming uncomfortable 
realizations so we can expand our 
exploration of meaning together. 
    I have read contemporary 
literature on dialogue facilitation 
and will henceforth be facilitating 
weekly discussions at Beloit. The 
discussions will acquaint us with 
this delicate attention and will help 
us  explore meaning together. 
    Emile Durkheim, possibly the 
most famous sociological theorist,  
urged people to “have the courage 
to proclaim aloud what they think, 
and to unite together in order to 
achieve victory in the struggle 
against public madness.” This will be 
attempted through “A Courageous 
Discussion,” a weekly exploration 
of meaning with other courageous 
individuals.
   This program is brought to you by 
the Spiritual Life Program. Keep an 
eye out for the weekly event.

Enough Small Talk!

Dear Beloit College students, 
    College can be a trying time for all of us. 
To help you, the residents of Peet 4 are here 
to solve your life problems, including, but 
not limited to*:
      -Relationship woes and questions of love
      -Strife with friends 
      -Dealing with homesickness
      -Sanitary concerns
      -Roommate problems
      -Confusions over mythical beasts
      -Stalkers (Secret admirers)
      -Questions of sexuality 
      -Philosophical quandaries 
      -Survival skills and techniques
      -Secret admirers (stalkers) 
      -Communicable diseases (from fevers to rashes…
      no pictures please)
      -Questions of spirituality (not including ghosts)
      -Ghosts (not including questions of spirituality)
      -Time management (To beer, or not to beer)
      -Sleep problems (insomnia, narcolepsy, lucid 
      dreaming, Freddy Krueger, etc)
       -Academic inquiries
*We are not experts in any fields, but we do have access 
to Wikipedia and WebMD, as well as Urbandictionary, 
4chan, JSTOR … and have collectively seen every 
episode of Buffy the Vampire Slayer. 
To demonstrate our mastery at life advice, 
we offer the following example:
Dear P4P,
    My longtime boyfriend from home and 
I decided to have an open relationship, but 
now that I am meeting new people, I feel 
uncomfortable and guilty. He, on the other 
hand, is enjoying his newfound freedom (as 
well as the company of many women). What 
should I do?
 –Horny but Hesitant
Dear Horny, 

After an extended floor meeting , the Panel 
has come up with the following solutions:
Fancy Lady:  Thou must cease and desist thy 
relations with yonder knave, in thy pursuit of 
thine basest and most sinful desires. 
Momma Bear: Oooh child. He best be 
protecting his assets, and you yours. Wear a 
condom. Long-distance relationships can be 
rough, but now is the time for you to grow 
and find what you need in a relationship. 
Feel free to explore. Wear a condom.
Mr. Smiles: Well, first things first, Horny. 
Change your name. It really gives the 
wrong impression. Either that, or go into 
pornography, as your parent clearly intended. 
Second, your boyfriend is obviously an 
a**hole. Baby, when you’re ready to drop that 
boyfriend and pick up a man friend, come up 
to Peet 4, and I’ll show you a good time. 
Thunderdump: F**ck him. Find an amputee 
for a boyfriend. Get some stories. I mean, 
with a name like that you could be writing to 
Penthouse Forums. 
Nick O’Suave: Why feel guilty when 
he doesn’t feel the same way? You are 
an independent woman. Don’t let his 
patriarchal influence on you repress your 
sexuality. 
Tuna: Must I be included in this?
Chamomile: If you love him, follow 
your heart. Talk about the way you feel. 
Communication is the cornerstone to any 
good relationship. 
The Canadian: is not present. It’s 12:54 in the 
a.m. He’s got sh*t to do. 
Please send any questions, concerns, or 
cries for help to peet4panel@gmail.com.  
Remember, no question is a stupid question 
… unless it’s a “Twilight” question.
Keep it classy, Peet 4 Panel

Peeter Patter’s Advice

By Lizzi Belmont
FEATURES EDITOR

    From the moment I chose 
Beloit, it seemed as though I was 
bombarded with comments along 
the lines of “Why the hell would 
you go to Wisconsin?!” I even 
considered the absurdity of moving 
from the Oregon coast to lower 
Wis. a few times, but after my three 
long weeks here, I’ve never once 
looked back. 
    From the completely awe-inspiring 
amount of activities to be engaged 
in, to the outstandingly refreshing 
philosophy, I’ve been overwhelmed 
with the utter joy attending Beloit 
has brought me.    
    Although I’m sure that, like the 
unlimited food, Beloit’s luster will 

gradually begin to fade, the thing 
that has most impressed me is 
something that appears to remain 
concrete — the people.  
    The eclectic bunch of Beloiters 
surrounding me have not only 
exemplified broad-spectrum 
intelligence, general maturity and 
varied schools of thought (the 
universal liberal-arts promise) but 
have proven to be some of the 
most genuinely kind and interesting 
people I’ve ever had the pleasure of 
meeting. 
    I’m sure that as a naive first-
year my view seems skewed and 
credulous, but as of now I have no 
countering evidence to my claims; 
I choose to place Beloit in the 
category of one of the best places 
I’ve ever been.

Fresh Impressions

SPIRIT FEST
Saturday, Sept. 4

12:30-4 p.m., Chapin Quad

A celebration of what makes us who we 
are, complete with music, workshops, 

demonstrations, hanging out, and root 
beer. 

See you there!
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